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Episode 2

Last night, I came home after a long day at work, I decided to try a new French recipe. It 

was quite complicated so it took me two hours to cook. I quickly set the table and put the 

food in the middle. By the time I sat at the dinner table with my husband and my kid, I was 

so hungry. I  quickly helped myself to some of this delicious dish and wolfed it down in 30 

seconds. Then I looked at my husband’s plate. He hadn’t even touched the food. So I asked 

him what was wrong and he said he didn’t want to eat it because there was too much 

cheese in the dish and cheese doesn’t agree with him so he couldn’t have any. And then I 

looked over to my kid’s plate only to find out that he had only picked at his food and most 

of it was still there. Well, long story short, it was almost 11pm when we sent out for a pizza! 

No more French recipes for me!
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Help yourself to -  I  quickly helped myself to some of this delicious dish.

• Does somebody put the food on your plate for you or do you put it yourself?

• In which place do you help yourself to food? A regular restaurant or a buffet?

• Normally, when somebody cooks at home, what happens? Does the person who cooked 

serve you or do you help yourself to the food?

Wolf down - … and wolfed it down in 30 seconds.

• Do you eat quickly or slowly if you wolf something down?

• Do you normally wolf down your food or take your time to eat it?

Not agree with - Cheese doesn’t agree with him.

• If a food doesn’t agree with you does it make you feel good or bad after eating it?

• Which of these foods sometimes don’t agree with people? Milk, rice or spicy food?

• Are there any foods that don’t agree with you?

PIck at - He had only picked at his food.

• If you only pick at the food you have in your plate, do you eat a lot of it or only a little bit?

• What are some of the reasons for picking at your food?

• When was the last time you picked at your food? Where were you? Why did you do it?

Send out for - It was almost 11pm went we sent out for some pizza.

• If you send out for food, do you leave your home or not?

• Who do you call if you want to send out for food?

• When was the last time you sent out for food? What did you eat? Did it get to your house 

or work fast?
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